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The largest planet in our 
solar system (about 11 
times larger that Earth.  
Jupiter is a gas giant.

The most prominent 
feature is the giant red 
spot that is 48,000 Km 
long and 16,000 Km wide.

JUPITER



Mass = 0.001 solar (300 earths), 
Radius = 11 Earths, 

density = 1.3 x water



Distance: 5.2AU; 
Orbital Period: 12 years;
Rotation period: 10 hours.







– Kept all its original atmosphere

– 90% Hydrogen

– 10% Helium

Jupiter 



Jupiter’s Red Spot

• The Great Red Spot, 
a huge storm of 
swirling gas that has 
lasted for hundreds 
of years.

• Jupiter does not 
have a solid surface. 
The planet is a ball 
of liquid surrounded 
by gas.



Moons of Jupiter

Jupiter has four large Galilean moons, 
twelve smaller named moons and twenty-
three more recently discovered but not 
named moons.

We’ll take a look at the four large 
Galilean moons which were first 
observed by Galileo in 1610.



• Cloud-tops average = -153°C  

Jupiter

Can see it in the night sky 

without a telescope!

Rotation Period about Axis: 9.8 hours 

Revolution period: 11.86 Earth years



Ring system – made of fragments of ice

182,000 km

Moons inside 
ring system



Jupiter’s Galilean Satellites 

Io Europa Ganymede Callisto

To Jupiter



How do we get heat into the interior of 

Europa?

• Tidal heating.  
Europa is tugged 
towards Jupiter, but 
is also pulled away 
from Jupiter by Io, 
Ganymede and 
Callisto.

• Without tidal 
heating, Europa 
would look like 
Callisto.



Sizes of some of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter



Io



Europa:  3,138 km diameter; density  3.04 

gm/cc



Saturn

hours.







Saturn

Can see it in the night sky 

without a telescope!



11/15/99 Norm Herr (sample file)



° °

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/multimedia/images/image-details.cfm?imageID=849


Red: -162 oC

Blue -202 oC

Green -183 oC



Uranus

• Uranus is the third 
largest planet and the 
seventh from the sun.

• Uranus is one of the 
giant gas planets.

• Uranus is blue-green 
because of the 
methane in its 
atmosphere.





First planet found “on purpose” 



Orbit of Uranus around the Sun: Rotation axis tilted at 98 degrees !

daylight lasts 42 years followed by 42 years of night

Uranus takes 84 years to revolve around the Sun. 



Uranus

• Uranus ~ 25,000 Kms radius

• Uranus rotates somewhat backwards like Venus; rotation 
period = 17hr 14m

• Weak magnetic field ~ 0.74 x Earth’s, could be a very small 
metallic mantle

• H2O (ice) mantle



Only 2,870,000,000 billion 

kilometer from our sun, this 

planet has a rocky core 

surrounded by water, ammonia 

and methane in both ice and 

liquid form.  

Temperature -212°C  at surface

URANUS



Uranus

•15% H, little helium – mostly ices

•Uniform through out; no rocky core

•Blue from methane absorption of red light (atmosphere)

atmosphere has mostly hydrogen and helium



Uranus

11 rings, 27 satellites

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/jpegMod/PIA01977_modest.jpg


Proteus is 

Earth’s moon


